NOTICE

COASTAL LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
(CLRDP) AMENDMENT #1
&
NOTICE OF IMPENDING DEVELOPMENT
6 (13-1)
A Notice of Impending Development (NOID) provides notice to the public and the California
Coastal Commission of UC Santa Cruz’ intention to undertake a development project at its Marine
Science Campus. In order for a project to be implemented, it must be contemplated by and within
the parameters of the Marine Science Campus Coastal Long Range Development Plan (CLRDP).
The CLRDP is available at UCSC’s McHenry Library, the Santa Cruz Public Library and at:
http://lrdp.ucsc.edu
The California Coastal Commission will review the project that is the subject of this NOID and
determine if it is consistent with the CLRDP. The California Coastal Commission will provide
advanced public notice of the date of the hearing.
CLRDP Amendment #1 consists of 11 actions proposed either to comply with CLRDP requirements (e.g.
a CLRDP requirement that the CLRDP be amended to reflect Younger Lagoon boundary changes); to
conform the CLRDP with planning refinements since CLRDP approval (e.g. refinement in the proposed
trail routes); to provide internal consistency after minor language changes in the CLRDP made late in the
approval process; and to amend existing CLRDP implementation measures to facilitate implementation of
certain CLRDP goals.
Project Summary for NOID 6 (13-1) This project includes development of a new seawater lab building,
three new parking lots along with a parking management program, a research greenhouse complex, and
associated site work including proposed storm water treatment and infiltration features. It also consists of
campus utility and circulation improvements to serve both the new lab building and future campus
development under the CLRDP. The Project would develop a complex of public access and interpretive
facilities, including pedestrian access trails, an interpretive program shelter, educational signage, and
outdoor exhibits. This project includes mandated wetland restoration and habitat improvements as
described in the Specific Resource Plan Phase 1b. This project also initiates campus wide parking, sign,
and lighting programs.
Supporting Information, which includes more details about this project is available at:
http://ppc.ucsc.edu/cp/planning/docs A hard copy is available for review at UC Santa Cruz Office of
Physical Planning and Construction, 1156 High Street, Barn G, Santa Cruz, CA 95064
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1.
1a.

Project Report

NOID 6 (13-1) – Project Description

The project consists of the following elements:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Coastal Biology Building and associated greenhouses
Site Improvements including Road, Infrastructure, Service Yards
Public Access Trails and Interpretive Panels
Wetland Connection in Specific Resource Plan Phase 1b
Sign Program (ref: Design Guidelines Section 6.7)
Parking Program (ref: Policy 5.5)
Lighting Plan (ref: Policy 4.3, IM 4.3.8)

This project includes development of a new seawater lab building, three new parking lots along with a parking
management program, a research greenhouse complex, and associated site work including proposed storm
water treatment and infiltration features. It also consists of campus utility and circulation improvements to
serve both the new lab building and future campus development under the CLRDP. Along McAllister Way
from the NOAA building to the Ocean Health parking area, the project removes informal parking, replaces the
existing chain-link fence and restores the area to native vegetation. The Project would develop a complex of
public access and interpretive facilities, including pedestrian access trails, an interpretive program shelter,
educational signage, and outdoor exhibits. This project includes mandated wetland restoration and habitat
improvements as described in the Specific Resource Plan Phase 1b. This project also initiates campus wide
parking, sign, and lighting programs. The project is described as five separate proposals in the Marine Science
Campus Projects Environmental Impact Report (January 18, 2012) but is consolidated into NIOD 6 (13-1).
Coastal Biology Building: The main component of NOID 6 (13-1) is the proposed Coastal Biology Building
facility (CBB) which would consist of a new research and teaching lab building and associated greenhouses.
These facilities would provide space for research, instruction, offices and related support operations for the
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) Department of UC Santa Cruz’ Physical and Biological Sciences
Division. The CBB would allow the EEB department to move as a unit to a single facility at the Marine
Science Campus (MSC), a move that would bring the Coastal Science faculty together with their Marine
Science colleagues. This department consolidation has been identified in both external reviews and internal
planning as essential for the department to further its objectives in coastal and marine science. The proposed
CBB facility at the MSC would serve as a center for marine-dependent, coastal-dependent, and coastal-related
biological sciences research and study for the EEB Department, and would provide greatly enhanced
opportunities for both graduate and undergraduate students to participate in coastal and marine research and
study.
Site Improvements: The project would provide the backbone of an improved utility system for future
development of the MSC. Wastewater system improvements would reduce the MSC’s reliance on an existing
sewer lift station. Water distribution system improvements would ensure adequate fire suppression capacity to
meet fire flow demand for existing and envisioned facilities. Storm water management systems, including
detention basins and a complex of infiltration features, would enhance campus storm water management in a
manner consistent with CLRDP storm water management objectives. The proposed project also includes
circulation infrastructure improvements that are required by the CLRDP, including conversion of a portion of
the existing entry road to a pedestrian path in support of the restoration of the wetlands on the Upper Terrace;
parking, sidewalk, and bicycle access improvements to improve public access to and around the MSC; and a
revised alignment of the entry road. The project would include construction of a consolidated Utility Yard and
a Storage Yard facility that would serve both the CBB Project and also future project development envisioned
under the CLRDP. The project would also include development of a centralized electrical distribution system
for the MSC, to enable a more sustainable electrical power management and distribution within the campus.
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Public Access Trails: The project would build upon and enhance the public outreach and educational
activities already being carried out at the Seymour Marine Discovery Center and throughout the MSC. The
proposed improvements to public access and interpretation will include a multi-use central trail, site perimeter
paths connecting the public access overlooks, and interpretive amenities. Improvements of the site are
designed to inspire and engender stewardship of the natural resources of the MSC, the Monterey Bay National
Marine Sanctuary, and all California coastal marine resources. The interpretive features will engage visitors
directly in scientific explorations, strengthen their connection to the natural environment, and provide a deeper
understanding of scientific investigation. Access to the vast array of coastal amenities will benefit a broad
range of age, socio-economic, and cultural groups.
Wetland Connection: The proposed project would consolidate, expand, and enhance Upper Terrace wetlands
as mandated by the CLRDP. Under the proposed SRP Phase 1B, the hydrology of wetlands W1 and W2 would
be integrated. Reconnecting W1 and W2 would increase water flow to W2 and remove the drainage function
of W1 (currently a man-made ditch that accelerates water flow from the Upper Terrace into Younger Lagoon).
The goal of hydrological restoration also would be to provide a functioning wetland upland/transitional habitat
and maintain existing potential California red-legged frog habitat at the northern end of W2. SRP Phase 1B
also would contribute to the establishment of appropriate native grass and herbaceous wetland species that
would enhance habitat connectivity between these wetlands and Younger Lagoon; reduce the potential for
erosion; and improve storm water quality in this area.
Signage Program: Sign types proposed are based on a hierarchy and rhythm of experiences on the campus.
Distinct sign types, each coordinated with a graphic design theme, offer the visitor a common understanding
and thus expectation throughout the MSC. The signage program for the Marine Science Campus consists of
three types of signage: Wayfinding/Directional/Informative, Regulatory, and Interpretive.
Parking Program: The parking program at the Marine Science Campus includes 10 dedicated public coastal
access and 40 dual use visitor/public coastal access parking spaces in the Lower Terrace area, 5 dedicated
coastal visitor parking spaces in the Middle Terrace and 15 dedicated coastal visitor parking spaces at the
campus entrance. It also identifies 197 spaces for use by Marine Science Campus employees and their visitors,
as well as UC service vehicles. Parking management for all 267 spaces on the campus will be accommodated
through a combination of pay station or metered spaces and permit-controlled spaces, with enforcement
provided by UCSC Parking Enforcement. Parking enforcement operates 8AM -5PM weekdays only and not on
holidays. Parking is free during holidays and weekends, free after 5PM and before 8AM weekdays, and free in
campus entry Coastal Access lot at all times. All parking spaces are designated by signage consistent and
coordinated with regulatory and enforcement requirements. Parking signage is intended to be as minimal as
practical to maintain clarity.
Lighting Plan: Site lighting for the MSC would include pole-mounted fixtures in the parking lots and
bollard-mounted fixtures along major pedestrian circulation paths. These fixtures would have cut-off shields to
prevent horizontal and vertical light pollution. A campus identification sign at the main entrance also would be
illuminated. Light fixtures would have a simple design and natural color scheme to align with the rural
character of the site.

PROJECT ELEMENTS
Coastal Biology Building and associated greenhouses
The proposed CBB lab building is a mostly two-story building with three wings that shelter a courtyard. The
longest wing extends east-west along the north side of the project site (parallel with and near the northern edge
of a proposed parking lot), and is approximately 300 feet long. This wing would accommodate labs along its
northern side and offices along its southern side, with additional lab support spaces on the ground floor. A
second 152-foot-long wing parallel with McAllister Way and perpendicular to the northern wing would form
the west side of the building. This wing also would be primarily two stories and would accommodate a
seawater lab and house the core seawater facility, the seawater tanks (in a section of the wing that would be
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partially open to the air), mechanical and utility rooms, restrooms, small conference rooms, administrative
offices, and the building lobby. A shorter one-story southern wing would house a large seminar room and
other common areas.
Consistent with CLRDP requirements, maximum height for the building would be 36 feet (calculated from the
average natural grade of the building footprint); exhaust systems may extend an additional 5 feet in height.
Building forms would be similar to existing buildings on the MSC, such as the Ocean Health Building and the
Seymour Marine Discovery Center, with gabled and shed roof styles, wood cladding, and muted colors that
blend with the landscape. The CBB lab building exterior would be partially clad in vertical board and batten
wood or wood-like siding, extending up over a board-formed concrete foundation, with shingle roofing. An
exposed concrete wall, poured in place or split face, may be extended eastward from the east end of the
southern wing, to help shelter the interior courtyard from wind. The roofs will include ventilation equipment,
light monitors, and equipment screens, in accordance with CLRDP requirements. A portion of the roof of the
central wing will be vegetated, to assist in storm water management.
A 20,000-gallon seawater storage tank, which would be about 12 feet in diameter and 30 feet high, would be
constructed outside the CBB lab building.
An associated greenhouse complex, located on the opposite side of McAllister Way from the CBB lab
building, would provide plant research facilities for faculty and students and also would provide space to grow
plants for the large-scale YLR terrace lands restoration project ongoing at the MSC. The greenhouse complex
would include five 600-sf greenhouses, a double greenhouse (1,200 sf), and one 3,300-sf greenhouse research
facility, all within a fenced, graded yard. All of the buildings would be one story (12 feet) in height. The
greenhouse complex would be accessed via a paved service road from McAllister Way.
Improvements would include creating a vegetated berm along the YLR perimeter that abuts the west and south
edges of the development. Soil from utility trenches and other project-related excavations would be used as
needed to increase the height and length of the screening berm. The berm would be planted with woody shrubs
and other appropriate native plant species, and the existing chain link fence along the YLR margin west of
McAllister Way would be replaced with new fencing designed to allow the passage of light, air, and wildlife,
but prevent unauthorized entry.
The overall conceptual site layout for the Middle Terrace, as set forth in the MSC Area Plan (Walker-Macy et
al. 2008) envisions a central, pedestrian-oriented axis, the Middle Terrace Walk, flanked by a compact
arrangement of two-story structures with predominantly east-west orientation. The proposed CBB lab building,
to be located near the south end of the Middle Terrace, would be the first of these facilities to be developed
under the CLRDP.
CBB Project includes two new parking lots (115 spaces total), one south of the lab building and one north of
the greenhouse complex. Parking stalls would have permeable surfaces (pervious asphalt, gravel pavers, or
similar materials), while the more heavily-trafficked parking lots’ aisles would have standard impervious
asphalt paving. If financially feasible, photovoltaic panels would be installed over the parking lot south of
CBB. These would create a shelter approximately 8 feet high above the parking stalls. The footings for the
framework that would support the photovoltaic panels would be installed along the center line of the lot.
Runoff from the panels would drain to the pervious surface of the lot and then to the vegetated swale in the lot,
or directly to the vegetated swale.
Bicycle parking would be provided at each of the building’s entrances, with a substantial area of covered
bicycle parking along the south side of the south wing of the building. The CBB facility would include bicycle
commuter amenities for building employees and users. Two bicycle showers and six bicycle-commuter lockers
would be provided in the CBB facility and, with access to a third shower in the nearby CDFG facility, would
support bicycle commuting by CBB employees. The project would include sheltered secure covered bicycle
storage for about 27 bicycles, with space reserved to provide a total of up to 108 bicycle storage spaces, as
warranted by demand (up to one space for each employee of the facility).
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Site Improvements including Road, Infrastructure, Service Yards
A proposed new entry road would follow a new route across the Middle Terrace south of the existing entry
road and rejoin McAllister Way south of the CDFG building. The existing entry road would be abandoned
from the Delaware Avenue entrance. This new, asphalt-concrete-paved road would be routed to the south of
the abandoned existing road alignment. In conjunction with excavation in the McAllister roadway for utility
installation, McAllister Way would be slightly reconfigured between CDFG on the north and the vicinity of
the Seymour Center on the south.
At the same time, the configuration and design of the Delaware/Shaffer intersection would be modified to
improve its safety and functioning for vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists. Improvements would include
relocation the City’s large above-ground water meter and backflow assembly to a less visible location;
installation of new entryway fencing and a new automated gate; and roadway design to realign the entry drive
with the end of Delaware Avenue, provide adequate bus turnaround room in the intersection, accommodate the
entry to a new proposed parking lot and integrate the pedestrian trail crossing and access to a new pedestrian
trail along the abandoned Delaware Avenue Extension. A new sign at the main entrance would be lighted with
a shielded, downward-directed light designed to comply with CLRDP specifications.
The new Delaware Avenue Extension would be 22 feet wide with unpaved shoulders and without curbs. The
roadway would include a sidewalk from the campus entry to McAllister Way, where it would connect to a
proposed new sidewalk along McAllister Way near the CDFG facility. A linear bioretention pond would be
built along the side of the road for storm water treatment and infiltration.
Various utility improvements (water, sea water, sewer, natural gas, electrical, telecommunications, and storm
water) are included in the project. Most of these utilities are included in underground trenches and vaults in
the roadway or new pedestrian corridor.
Project includes development of a new centralized Utility Yard, at the north end of the Middle Terrace
immediately north of the new campus main entry road. This facility would provide secure space for stand-by
generators. Standby generators for the CBB lab building and greenhouse facilities would be the first generators
to be sited in the yard. A modular building for temporary storage of regulated waste also would be sited in the
Utility Yard. The regulated materials storage unit would safely store hazardous waste generated by campus
research activities and by maintenance of boats, buildings, and landscape maintenance between regular off-site
shipments. The footprint of the unit would be about 10 feet by 15 feet.
The proposed Utility Yard would be a graded, graveled area of about 11,400 sf. Within the Utility Yard, each
generator and storage tank would be sited on an individual concrete pad. The entire facility would be screened
by a solid wooden fence up to 8 feet in height with a locked gate for security. It would be screened from the
new campus entry road and from the abandoned entry road/new pedestrian path by tall shrubs such as willow
and alder (if the area is wet) or other appropriate species, planted along the fence line.
Project would also include development of a staging area and Storage Yard of about 58,000 sf on the east side
of the campus’ Upper Terrace adjacent to Shaffer Road. At present this is a level area of coyote brush and
previously disturbed grassland with a mix of native and non-native species. Development of this area is for a
shared campus warehouse and laydown area. This area would be used initially for construction staging and
then developed as an open-air Storage Yard as part of the proposed project (the warehouse would be
developed at a later time).
At present, the road shoulders in two areas along McAllister Way are being used for informal parking: 1) the
area on the west side of the road between the existing greenhouses and the Ocean Health Building parking lot
in the Lower Terrace area; and 2) on the east side of the road adjacent to the NOAA facility. Both areas are
unsurfaced and are not striped. The areas presently accommodate about 50 cars parked diagonally or
perpendicular to the roadway. The CLRDP (Section 9.2) determined that the use of these areas along
McAllister Way for parking is not consistent with its function as a buffer for the original Younger Lagoon
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Reserve, to the west, and for wetland W5, to the east. Under the proposed project, the use of these areas for
informal parking would be abandoned, and the areas would be restored to their natural state with native
plantings. This would entail scraping of the surface, scarification, import of suitable topsoil, and hand and
mechanical replanting with native shrubs and grasses.
The proposed project would include development of a 15-space parking lot designated for public coastal
access parking, immediately north of the new main entry road at the campus main entrance. This lot would
provide trailhead parking for pedestrians using the public access trails. The parking lot would include ADAaccessible parking spots. The lot would be surfaced in pervious material, would include bioretention basins,
and would be surrounded by vegetated swales.
Public Access Trails and Interpretive Panels
The “backbone” of the project is the development of an integrated 1.2 mile pedestrian and bicycle trail system
that would link MSC facilities, public coastal access overlooks, and a new public access parking lot near the
main trailhead at the MSC main entrance. Trails will form a loop from the campus entrance to the coastal
bluff, along the bluff, and back through the campus terraces. Trails will provide views and educational
interpretation of coastal features, grasslands, wetlands, and the campus’ habitat restoration and sustainable
storm water system projects. The trails would connect the existing and proposed overlooks.
A major new bicycle and pedestrian trail, the Central Campus Trail and Bike Path, would start at the campus
entrance and curve southwest along the east side of the Middle Terrace Development Zone. At the south end
of the NOAA facility, the trail would merge with a new pedestrian path parallel to the east side of McAllister
Way, and then terminate at McAllister Way at the north end of the Seymour Discovery Center parking lot.
The Central Campus Trail would serve as the primary bicycle access to the campus as well as a pedestrian
path. This trail would be 12 feet wide and would be surfaced with permeable or semi-permeable material
designed to preserve preconstruction infiltration patterns, such as permeable concrete.
A wayfinding exhibit and visitor information will be provided at the campus main entry along with an
orientation and wayfinding signboard. Interpretive panels would be placed along the trails interpreting the
wetland habitat, native plant restoration activities and storm water treatment improvements on the MSC.
All the trails would be furnished with benches, trash cans, recycling bins, bike racks, and similar amenities at
appropriate locations. Minor barriers to restrict pedestrian movement to the trails (e.g., rope and pole) may be
installed. The trails would be surfaced in permeable or semi-permeable materials such as engineered wood
fiber, gravel pavers or grass pavers, pervious cement, or aggregate paving.
Wetland Connection in Specific Resource Plan (SRP) Phase 1b
SRP Phase 1B consists of activities proposed to implement the elements of habitat restoration under the Phase
1 Specific Resource Plan (SRP), developed in compliance with the previously approved CLRDP Resource
Management Plan (RMP). Phase 1B of the SRP consists of elements that entail work in wetlands or that could
directly or indirectly affect wetlands or wetland habitat. Significant elements of this project include: minor
earth moving and/or minor manipulation of the outflow of wetland 1 (W1) to restore the historical connectivity
of this agricultural drainage with the adjacent wetland 2 (W2); hand work within wetlands W3, W5, and W6 to
remove non-native plants and restore the balance of native vegetation; work in the outflow channel from
wetland W1 toward Younger Lagoon to reduce erosion and improve water quality; and habitat improvements
to enhance the wildlife movement corridors that extend across the Upper Terrace. The project also would
install 10 to 15 piezometers around the Upper Terrace to monitor wetland hydrology and the effects of the
wetland W1/W2 reconnection. The locations of the project elements described below are shown on the
attached Figures. Note that the CLRDP (Table A.12) requires that RMP Management Measures 9 and 10,
which address the reconnection of wetlands W1 and W2 and vegetation restoration in wetlands W1, W2, and
W6 (proposed below), be implemented in conjunction with completion of any drainage improvements for the
first project north of the Delaware Avenue Extension. This requirement therefore would be triggered by the
proposed development of the Upper Terrace Storage Yard described above.
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All restoration would be carried out under the direct supervision of YLR staff and restoration biologists and
would follow SRP Phase 1 specifications (UC Santa Cruz Staff and the Younger Lagoon Reserve Scientific
Advisory Committee (SAC), June 1, 2010). With the exception of mechanical excavation and earth-moving
for wetland reconnection, most project elements would be carried out by small groups of student interns or
volunteers under the supervision of YLR staff.
If rainfall is insufficient, new plantings would be hand watered or temporarily irrigated for the first year after
planting, to ensure that they are adequately established. Weeding for removal of non-native plants, replanting,
and additional planting would be continued as needed to meet the restoration success criteria set forth in SRP
Phase 1A.
SRP Phase 1B would implement some elements of the CLRDP RMP over a period of about five years. The
actions described below are under consideration as means to achieving the goals of reconnecting wetlands W1
and W2, restoring the channel that connects these wetlands to Younger Lagoon, and improving wildlife
corridors and habitat on the Upper Terrace. The actions to be implemented will be selected from those
described below through consultation among the SAC that was formed to plan the implementation of the
RMP. Some actions, such as the wetland reconnection efforts, may be carried out experimentally and adjusted
depending on initial outcomes; other actions, such as efforts to restore and enhance the channel to Younger
Lagoon, may require multiple iterations to achieve the project goals. Further, since the proposed actions would
entail work in federal jurisdictional wetlands, they will require a Clean Water Section 404 permit from the
Army Corps of Engineers and, as such, are subject to modification to meet USACE requirements and any
mitigation measures that might be imposed by other federal agencies, such as U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
The CLRDP Resource Management Plan requires that campus habitat restoration activities include the
reconnection of Upper Terrace wetlands W1 and W2. Wetland W1, on the western margin of the Upper
Terrace, is a former agricultural ditch, probably constructed to drain the adjacent agricultural field. It is
separated from wetland W2 (located immediately to the east) by a slightly elevated area that may partially
represent spoils left from the ditch construction.
Two options for carrying out the wetland reconnection are being considered. The project may implement either
or both options, over time, as needed to achieve the project objectives. The first option under consideration is
removal of the elevated area between wetlands W1 and W2. The area from which soil would be removed
would be about 20 feet wide by 640 feet long. Mechanical grading, using a bulldozer, backhoe, or small
grader, would be used to remove the soil and create a smooth rise in elevation from the edge of wetland W1
eastward to the low upland around Wetland W2. Under high-flow conditions, water would overflow from
wetland W1 into wetland W2. This result would be enhanced by the use of ditch plugs (described below), if
the accumulation of vegetative matter in wetland W1 substantially reduced the ditch’s flow capacity. This
option would entail disturbance of about 1 acre of wetland and adjacent upland habitat, with about 0.5 acres of
cut in the upland (the berm) and 0.14 acres of fill in wetland W1. In total, about 1,000 cubic yards (cy) of soil
would be excavated and moved on site. This option would reduce the duration of seasonal inundation in
wetland W1, but would provide connectivity between the two wetlands.
Alternatively, or in addition to this action, the berm between wetland W1 and wetland W2 could be breached
with targeted small mechanical excavations. The extent of each breach would vary depending on immediate
topography, but a typical breach would be around 20 feet wide (the width of the berm) by about 33 feet long.
Breaching would establish points from wetland W1 from which water would overflow under high-flow
conditions. This effect would be enhanced if breaching of the wetland W1 berm were combined with the
topographic alterations described below, or with the use of ditch plugs, described below. As noted above, the
project may be iterative, based on initial results; the methods used and extent of ground disturbance in the
wetland areas also will be subject to the terms of the Clean Water Act Section 404 permit that would be
required for the project. For purposes of the analyses below, the maximum extent of possible ground
disturbance is assumed.
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Another method for reconnecting wetlands W1 and W2, possibly to be used in conjunction with the other
actions described above would be to create “ditch plugs” across the width of the wetland W1 ditch (Figure 27a). These could be constructed from the earth excavated during berm removal or breaching—or, alternatively,
vegetative material such as jubata grass (Cortaderia jubata) or coyote brush slash from the site, or imported
straw bales, could be used. Depths of fill could vary, ranging from a low dam across the ditch to complete fill
of short segments. It is estimated that up to eight ditch plugs, each of about 60 cy, would be created. About 0.3
acres would be disturbed, including 0.2 acres of cut in uplands (the berm) and 0.05 acres (480 cy) of fill placed
in wetland W1 under this action.
The wetland W1 channel joins Wetland 2 near the northern edge of the Delaware Avenue Extension. The
slightly elevated Delaware Avenue Extension roadway serves as a dike that directs most of the water into a
joined wetland channel, which runs westward along the north side of the road through a dense willow patch,
and then onward to Younger Lagoon. Prior to the construction of the Delaware Avenue Extension, runoff from
wetlands W1 and W2 likely flowed in a less defined channel. The diking effect of the road has resulted in a
concentrated flow, and channel erosion has resulted. A farm road once extended northward from the north
edge of the Delaware Avenue Extension near the point at which Delaware turns southward and becomes
McAllister Way. North of the Delaware Avenue Extension at this point, the water channel from the wetlands
runs between a pair of concrete headwalls at the location where the channel once ran under the farm road via
two culverts, since removed. (Note that this channel is sometimes wet and includes some wetland indicators,
but has been determined not to be a jurisdictional wetland in this area).
Under the proposed action, a flashboard—a movable weir—would be installed at the culvert headwall, which
would be modified to provide support for the flashboard. The flashboard structure would be designed in such a
way that the crest could be adjusted to create a pooled area in the outflow channel from wetland W1 upstream
of the headwalls, which would create deeper water and longer lasting emergent wetland habitats, provide
temporary storage and a gradual release of storm water runoff, and potentially result in improved amphibian
and wetland habitat.
Two options for sizing and management of the flashboard weir are under consideration. Under the first
(“Smaller Pool Option”), the crest of the flashboard could be adjusted to create a small pooled area with a
water depth of 1 to 1.5 feet during base flow conditions and 1.5 to 2.0 feet under storm flow conditions. The
flashboard would be designed with a freeboard of 1.0 foot for the design storm, to reduce the risk of
inundation of the Delaware Ave Extension/ McAllister Way. Under the “Larger Pool Option”, the flashboard
would be designed to be adjustable to create a pooled area with maximum water depth of 2.0 to 2.5 feet during
base flow conditions, and 2.5 to 3.0 feet under storm flow conditions. Under this option, storm flow would
inundate the edge of the existing road. As noted above, the project may be iterative, based on initial results; the
methods used and extent of ground disturbance in the wetland areas also will be subject to the terms of the
Clean Water Act Section 404 permit that would be required for the project. For purposes of the analyses
below, the maximum extent of possible ground disturbance is assumed.
The proposed action, with its maximum extent would disturb about 0.2 acres and would result in 0.1 acres of
fill in wetland W1. Creating the pond would require about 200 cubic yards (cy) of soil, either imported or
excavated from the elevated areas adjacent to wetland W1. The flashboard control structure would require 3 cy
of concrete and would require installation of two 20-foot-long steel pipes, 4 feet in diameter.
In conjunction with work to reconnect wetlands W1 and W2, the project would include installation of 10 to 20
piezometers at locations scattered throughout the Upper Terrace. The objective of this work would be to
monitor the hydrology of wetlands throughout the terrace as well as the hydrologic effects of wetland
reconnection efforts. Each piezometer would consist of a length of 2-inch-diameter PVC pipe, consisting of a
filter tip joined to a riser pipe, which is inserted into a drilled bore hole and left in place with an above ground
standpipe, for future monitoring. Readings of water level are obtained with a water level indicator. These
would be semi-permanent installations. Holes would be drilled with a gas powered auger or a hand-operated
drill, hand-carried to each site.
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The channel connecting wetlands W1 and W2 to Younger Lagoon is incised and has a steep grade—in some
places greater than 5 percent. Active erosion is occurring in the channel, which, if uncontrolled, could migrate
upstream and, over time, cut channels in wetland W2. Channel incision in this area poses risks of increased
sedimentation to Younger Lagoon and also of accelerating drainage of wetlands W1 and W2, which could
lower the water table in this area and diminish the wetland functions over time.
Incision in this area currently is controlled to some degree by the presence of willow roots and woody debris.
Under the proposed action, additional grade-control points would be established by packing additional willow
and/or other appropriate native brush in the channel. Some of this material would root and establish new
plants, which would provide low-impact erosion control. The channel currently extends through Wetland 6 en
route to Younger Lagoon; some of the proposed brush packing would occur within this wetland. The proposed
action would disturb 0.03 acres and would include placement of 0.01 acres of vegetation within wetland W6.
Work would be carried out by hand. Up to 20 cy of vegetation would be placed at 10 locations. The action
would likely need to be repeated annually for five years.
Restoration activities, under SRP Phase 1B, would include planting of native grasses and wetland species and
removal of non-native plants within wetland habitats. All activities would follow standard native vegetation
restoration practices outlined in the previously approved SRP Phase 1A and would be consistent with the
requirements of the RMP previously approved as a component of the CLRDP. Virtually all of this work would
be carried out by hand, with small crews working intermittently. Only locally derived native plants would be
used for the restoration. If rainfall is inadequate, plantings would be irrigated by hand as needed for their
establishment.
Sign Program (ref: Design Guidelines Section 6.7)
The sign program for the Marine Sciences Campus consists of three types of signage:
• Wayfinding/Directional/Informational
• Regulatory
• Interpretive
Wayfinding signs would be installed or replaced throughout the campus to facilitate public access to
current and proposed buildings, interpretive features and amenities. Wayfinding signs may include
locational identifiers or directional indicators to direct visitors to major buildings and programs
including the Seymour Marine Discovery Center, parking lots, trails and overlooks, and other visitor
amenities. A main wayfinding exhibit orienting visitors to the campus would be established at the
main entrance to the campus, which may include maps and more detailed wayfinding and/or
programming information. Other informational signs in this category may include those for posting
hours or policies, safety warnings, restricted areas, etc. Wayfinding signage would have its own
graphic theme of font, font color, and background.
Regulatory signs on the Marine Science Campus include those conveying information about speed
limits, fire lanes, hazardous materials, parking regulations, etc. Regulatory signs governed by
jurisdictional codes or enforcement policies would comply with current enforcement standards. Other
regulatory signs would be consistent with the design standards of wayfinding signs.
Interpretive signs on the MSC campus are proposed to cover a wide range of topics – from
information about individual species to how the seawater system works to support marine research
activities. Interpretive panels may vary greatly in the details of both content and layout, but would
maintain a consistent “look and feel” through a graphic theme to include a common font, a subject line
prominently displayed within a color banner at the top of the panel, the facility and program logos
included along the bottom edge, and a colorful mix of photos, illustrations, and/or text arranged
uniquely for each panel in between.
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Please see Section 4, Appendix B6 Sign Program, for more detail and illustrations on the proposed Sign
Program.

Parking Program (ref: Policy 5.5)
Consistent with CLRDP IM 5.3.6, thirty (30) dedicated coastal access and forty (40) dual-use parking spaces
are designated for direct and easy access to coastal amenities including the trails, overlook interpretive areas
and the Seymour Marine Discovery Center. The spaces would be identified with clear visible signage directing
visitors to the lots. The proposed coastal access parking locations are the least confusing to the visitor—At the
campus entrance area, a 15-space lot is dedicated to free (no fee) public coastal access parking whenever the
campus is open. At the Seymour Marine Discovery Center mixed use lot the coastal access and Seymour
Center spaces would be grouped logically together making the signage easy to follow and reducing the number
of signs needed. At the Middle Terrace parking lot, five (5) Coastal Access spaces would be grouped together
near the entrance to the parking lot, easy to see upon arrival. The coastal access and dual-use dedicated parking
spaces in mixed lots would be clearly distinguished with distinct color parking space striping and a number for
each space. Payment would be accommodated by pay stations and/or meters in the lots, installed as part of the
project. For the dual-use spaces, permits could be obtained with entry to the Seymour Marine Discovery
Center. The parking lots would be clearly identified with the hours permits are required and the instructions at
the pay station or meters would reiterate to visitors the permit hours, including the times when parking is free.
As required by the CLRDP, coastal access parking fees would be kept modest, and consistent with fees for
coastal public access parking in other parts of the City and County of Santa Cruz, for example the SC
Municipal Wharf, the Cowell beach area, the Santa Cruz Harbor, Natural Bridges State Beach, and Wilder
Ranch State Park. Initially the fees would be $1.50/hour, which is at the low end of fees charged for short term
parking in comparable areas. Modest fees for parking would not negatively impact public access at this site for
several reasons: One 15-space parking lot would be dedicated to public access visitors at the main entrance to
the MSC near the “trailhead” to the public access trail system on the campus—this lot would not have any fees
for parking at any time; All parking would be free to visitors every weekday between 5PM and 8AM and on all
weekends and holidays during campus open hours--these free parking hours include the highest parking
demand times for public visitors; Other locations with similar visitor parking fees do not exhibit
underutilization, which would be expected if the parking fees were set too high; Further, at this location there
would always be a free parking alternative convenient to the public amenities on the campus—in the main
parking lots after hours, weekends and holidays, in the free lot, or on public streets immediately adjacent to the
walking and biking trails on the Marine Science Campus.
Following is a list of the existing and proposed parking lots on the Marine Science Campus with the uses
proposed under this NOID (Lot #202 was the subject of NOID 09-1 approved by the Coastal Commission on
11/2/09):
Lot 201, north of the Seymour Marine Discovery Center (MDC):
• 10 dedicated Public Coastal Access spaces (pay station controlled);
• 40 Dual Use Public Coastal Access spaces (pay station or MDC permit controlled);
• 30 LML/COH staff and visitor spaces (permit controlled); and
• 2 Disabled spaces (Disabled placard controlled).
Lot 202, west of the Seymour Center:
• 17 UC Vehicle reserved spaces (permit controlled); and
• 1 Disabled space (Disabled placard controlled).
Lot 203, northeast of Center for Ocean Health Building:
• 36 staff and visitor spaces (permit controlled); and
• 1 Disabled space (Disabled placard controlled)
Lot 204, north of NOAA Fisheries Laboratory:
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•
•
•

69 staff and visitor spaces (permit controlled)
5 dedicated Public Coastal Access spaces (pay station or meter controlled);and
4 Disabled space (Disabled placard controlled)

Lot 205, south of Department of Fish & Wildlife:
• 35 staff and visitor spaces (permit controlled); and
• 3 Disabled space (Disabled placard controlled)
Lot 207, Marine Science Campus entry:
• 14 dedicated Public Coastal Access spaces (free) and
• 1 Disabled space (Disabled placard controlled)

Please see Section 4, Appendix B7 Parking Program, for a graphic illustration of existing and
proposed parking lots, locations of Coastal Access parking, and illustrations of the parking
regulation signage.
Lighting Plan (ref: Policy 4.3, IM 4.3.8)

Site lighting would include pole-mounted fixtures in the parking lots and bollard-mounted fixtures along major
pedestrian circulation paths. These fixtures would have cut-off shields to prevent horizontal and vertical light
pollution. The greenhouses would include shielding of interior lighting, to ensure that no direct light is shed
into the Younger Lagoon area and that indirect light is minimized.
The project would install lighting for the McAllister Way pedestrian path, bus stops, the Utility Yard
(including security lighting on the regulated waste storage building), and the Upper Terrace Storage Yard. A
campus identification sign at the main entrance also would be illuminated.
The proposed new main road alignment from the campus entrance to the Seymour Marine Discovery Center
parking lot would be lighted by low bollard type lighting along the sidewalk from the entry to McAllister Way
and along the McAllister sidewalk. This lighting would be augmented by taller cut-off shielded lighting only at
entrances to parking lots, building entries and at pedestrian crossings. MSC entry parking lot would not be
used at night and would not be lighted.
Other proposed pedestrian and bicycle trails, including the multi-use Central Campus Trail, would not include
lighting except as needed for safety, such as at vehicle road and parking lot driveway crossings, and
intersections of pedestrian paths with the multi-use trail route. Future transit stops would be equipped with
electrical service to provide lighting in future when the stops become functional.
See Section 4, Appendix B8 Lighting Plan, for illustrations of lighting locations and fixture types.
1b. CLRDP Consistency Determination
As stated in Policy 1.1 (Development Consistency), “Development shall be deemed consistent with
the CLRDP if it is consistent with the provisions of Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and Appendices A and B.”
The project is described as five separate proposals in the Marine Science Campus Projects
Environmental Impact Report 1 due to various project approvals and funding mechanisms but are

1

Coastal Biology Building (CBB); MSC Parking Phase 1 (described in CBB project description thus applicable policies
and implementation measures identified with CBB); MSC Environmental Health & Safety (EH&S) Facility; Nature
Education Facilities Project (NEF); Specific Resource Plan (SRP) Phase 1B. The
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consolidated into NIOD 6 (13-1). The approval for the implementation of the MSC Parking Program
followed a separate process.
The attached table (Appendix A) includes the list of Policies, Implementation Measures and Figures
found in Chapter 5. Those that apply directly to this NOID are identified and followed with a
comment regarding the project’s consistency. In addition, sections of Chapters 6, 7, 8, 9, and
Appendices A and B that also apply to this NOID are referenced with comments.
1c. Environmental Compliance Documentation
See Section 3
1d. Technical Reports
See section 5

1e. Consultation Documentation with other Agencies
N/A

1f. Implementing Mechanisms
N/A

1g. Correspondence Received
N/A

1h. Project Manager
Name
Phone
Email

Dean Fitch
831-459-2170
ppc@ucsc.edu

Alternate:
Name
Phone
Email

Steve Davenport
831-459-4771
sldaven@ucsc.edu
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2.
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University Approval Documentation
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3.

Environmental Compliance Documentation
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4.

Plans, Specifications, etc.

(this section used if project documentation is large format or extensive)

SEE ATTACHED SHEETS

Appendix B1
Appendix B2
Appendix B3
Appendix B4
Appendix B5
Appendix B6
Appendix B7
Appendix B8

Coastal Biology Building and associated greenhouses
Site Improvements including Road, Infrastructure, Service Yards
Public Access Trails and Interpretive Panels
Wetland Connection in Specific Resource Plan Phase 1b
not used
Sign Program (ref: Design Guidelines Section 6.7)
Parking Program (ref: Policy 5.5)
Lighting Plan (ref: Policy 4.3, IM 4.3.8)
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5.

Technical Reports

SEE ATTACHED SHEETS

Appendix C1 2011 Wetland Report
Appendix C2 2012 Grading and Drainage Plan
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
1 Measure

C
NOID 6 Consistency

5.1 Application of the Long Range Land Use
2 Development Plan
Policy 1.1 Development Consistency

The University finds the project contemplated under NOID 6 (13-1) to be consistent with the
CLRDP

IM 1.1.1: Figures of Chapter 5

As described below, the project is consistent with Figures 5.1 - 5.4, which show the
"kinds, locations, maximum size and intensity" of allowed development. The project is
also consistent with Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and Appendices A and B and the type and
locational restrictions of Section 5.2.

3

4
5 IM 1.1.2 Lease Agreements
6 IM 1.1.3 Federal In-holding and CLRDP
Policy 1.2 University Commitments

7
8

The proposed project includes the University commitments that are triggered by the
proposed development or otherwise required at the time of this NOID, and that have
not yet been implemented, including trail, drainage, circulation and parking
improvements.

5.2 Land Use
Figure 5.1 Building Program

The proposed project would construct a total of about 47,500 gsf of Marine Research
and Education Facilities building space. This is within the 254,400 gsf of building
space in this category in the CLRDP Building Program. The project would construct
about 150 sf of building space (the regulated waste storage facility). This is within the
37,400 sf of Equipment Storage and Maintenance Facilities building space in this
category in the CLRDP Building Program.

Figure 5.2 Land Use Diagram

The proposed development is consistent with the applicable land use designations.
The CLRDP land-use designation for the proposed CBB building, parking lots, utility
yard, and Greenhouse Complex; the new campus roadway; most of the new roadway
and underground utility corridors, and portions of some of the trails; and the staging
areas, is Research and Education Mixed Use. The overlooks and most of the trail
improvements would be in land designated as Resource Protection Buffer. The SRP
Phase 1B Project would consist of wetland enhancement and restoration within land
designated as Resource Protection. Short segments of the new campus roadway and
the main bicycle/pedestrian trail, and most of the De Anza Trail would be constructed
in land designated as Open Space.

9

10
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
Figure 5.3 Locational Restrictions for Building Program

11
12 Policy 2.1 Stable Urban/Rural Boundary
IM 2.1.1 Oversizing of Utility Lines Prohibited
13
IM 2.1.2 Utility Prohibition Zone

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The proposed development conforms with the restrictions described in Figure 5.3.
Equipment storage and maintenance facilities are allowed only in the Middle Terrace
Development Zone and are not allowed in Subareas 4, 5 6, 7, 9, or 10. The proposed
regulated waste facility would be constructed in the Utility Yard in Subarea 2, which is
consistent with these restrictions. There are no locational restrictions for the Marine
Research and Education facilities (the CBB building and Greenhouse Complex),
public access and recreation facilities, and parking facilities that are included in the
proposed project.
The new utility lines would not exceed the capacity required to serve the CLRDP
building program. The projected utility demand and proposed utility improvements are
described in the EIR Section 3.16.
In conformance with this measure, the proposed sewer and/or water lines are outside
the utility prohibition zone (EIR Figure 2-3b).

14
Policy 2.2 Strengthening the Urban/Rural Boundary
through the Protection of Adjacent Agricultural
15 Resources
IM 2.2.1 Setback of Development and Uses from Adjacent
Agricultural Uses
16
17 Policy 2.3 Designing for the Urban Edge
IM 2.3.1 Cluster Development

18
IM 2.3.2 Impervious Coverage

Consistent with this measure, the project includes only ancillary unoccupied research
support space (greenhouses) within 200 feet from the western property line. All other
development would be outside the 200-foot and 300-foot setbacks.
The proposed development is consistent with this measure. The CBB lab building
would be adjacent to the existing NOAA building; new greenhouses and support
space would be clustered with existing CDFG structures. Structures at edge of the
development area (greenhouse complex and Subarea 2 Utility Yard) would be small
and have a low profile.
The proposed development is consistent with this requirement. With the proposed
development, approximately 19 percent of the Middle Terrace Development Zone
would be impervious. The remaining 81 percent would be pervious.The development
would not increase impervious surface in the Lower Terrace development zone.

19
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 2.3.3 Windbreak/Screening Trees

20
IM 2.3.4 Buildout Planning

C
NOID 6 Consistency
Windscreen consisting of tall, native shrubs is included in landscaping on the west
side of CBB, consistent with CLRDP Figure 6.6. As part of CLRDP Amendment #1,
as recommended by the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC), the Campus is
proposing to revise this measure to change “windbreak/screening trees” to
“windbreak/ screening plantings.” The SAC has determined that the trees indicated as
windbreaks are not native to the site and tend to be invasive and therefore should not
be planted on the campus.
The proposed project is consistent with MSC Area Plan, which identifies sites for
future buildings and utilities, and therefore does not interfere with the ability of future
development to conform with the CLRDP or other University commitments.

21
22

IM 2.3.5 Interim Weed Abatement Measures for Undeveloped
Land Within Development Zones
Policy 2.4 Short-term and Caretaker Accommodations

23
24
25

IM 2.4.1 Short-Term Accommodation Use Restriction
IM 2.4.2 Caretaker Accommodations

26 IM 2.4.3 Use Conversion
Policy 2.5 Ensuring Appropriate Land Uses on the Marine The proposed CBB facility would serve as a center for marine-dependent, coastaldependent, and coastal-related biological sciences research and study for the UCSC
Science Campus
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Department, and would provide greatly enhanced
opportunities for both graduate and undergraduate students to participate in coastal
27
and marine research and study.
28 5.3 Natural Resource Protection
29 Policy 3.1 Protection of the Marine Environment
IM 3.1.1 Seawater System
30

The proposed project includes expansion of the seawater distribution system to serve
the proposed development but would not expand the intake flow rate or construct new
ocean intake pipelines.
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 3.1.2 Discharge of Drainage/Stormwater

31
32 Policy 3.2 Protection and Restoration of Habitat Areas
IM 3.2.1 Restoration of Wetlands on the Marine Science
Campus

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The proposed drainage systems are consistent with Drainage Concept Plan and the
Winzler and Kelly, Marine Science Campus Grading and Drainage Master Plan, April
2012 (Section 5 of this NOID). See MSC Project EIR Section 3.9 for details.

The proposed SRP Phase 1B would implement this measure. Implementation of this
project will include work in jurisdictional wetlands and is expected to require a Clean Water
Act permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Consultation with USFWS will be
conducted in the context of that permitting process. UCSC also has provided both USFWS
and CDFG with descriptions of the projects and assessment of anticipated biological
resources impacts and mitigation measures, for their review and comment.

33
IM 3.2.2 Management of Terrace Wetlands

The project includes stormwater management features to protect water flow and
quality that are consistent with the Drainage Concept Plan (see MSC Project EIR
Section 3.9 and Winzler and Kelly, Marine Science Campus Grading and Drainage
Master Plan , April 2012 (Section 5 of this NOID). The project also includes
interpretive signage to control access by humans and domestic animals. The SRP
Phase 1B project will implement elements of the Resource Management Plan to
enhance native vegetation and habitat.

IM 3.2.3 Protection and Enhancement of Wildlife Movement

Enhancement of wildlife corridors will be carried out by the UC Natural Reserve as
part of the Phase 1 Specific Resource Plan. Fencing and landscaping are included in
the Staging and Storage Yard that would be constructed in the Upper Terrace
Development Program. If improvements to Shaffer Road up to the entrance to the
proposed Upper Terrace Storage Yard are required for adequate functioning and
maintenance of the road, the Campus would coordinate with the City and with CDFG
regarding the extension of the wildlife corridor across Shaffer Road, as required under
RMP MM 29. The Campus has provided CDFG and USFWS with project information
and proposed mitigation measures.

IM 3.2.4 Management of Special Status Species Habitat.

The proposed SRP Phase 1B includes restoration and enhancement of wetland
habitats, consistent with the provision of the RMP.

34

35
36
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 3.2.5 Protect Habitat Areas from Human Intrusion

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The project would develop trails and install interpretive signs. SRP 1B would enhance
wetlands by integrating wetlands W1 and W2 and removing non-native plants and
restoring the balance of native vegetation.

37
IM 3.2.6 Natural Area Management
38

The proposed SRP Phase 1B would restore and enhance open space and natural
habitat areas.

IM 3.2.7 Management of Water Quality and Drainage
Features
39
IM 3.2.8 Maintenance and Monitoring of Terrace Habitats

The proposed SRP Phase 1B Project included in this NOID provides a maintenance
and monitoring program that is consistent with the Resource Management Plan.

IM 3.2.9 Wetland Buffers

An evaluation of ESHAs under current site conditions was completed by the HuffmanBroadway Group in February 2011. Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 includes
revisions to the boundaries of wetland 2, 3 and 5 and their associated Resource
Protection Buffers to take into account the results of this evaluation. The project
would construct trails within the revised wetland buffers, as allowed within areas
designated Resource Protection Buffer. The siting of the propsoed development is
consistent with these revised buffers. (See MSC Projects EIR, Section 3.4, and
Huffman-Broadway Group, Technical Letter Report, Reverification of CCC Wetlands
and Corps Jurisdictional Boundaries,UCSC Marine Science Campus, January 2011,
in Section 5 of this NOID.)
The SRP Phase 1B included in this NOID would implement part of Phase 1 of the
restoration, enhancement and management of natural areas as described in the
measure.
CRLF surveys are conducted annually on the campus.The MSC Projects EIR
(Section 3.4) identifies mitigation measures to protect CRLF. These mitigations were
adopted by the University in conjunction with project approval in January 2012.

40

41
IM 3.2.10 Natural Areas Habitat Management
42
IM 3.2.11 CRLF Protection

43
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 3.2.12 USFWS Consultation Required

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The Campus anticipates that consultation with USFWS regarding special status
wildlife species that may be affected by the proposed projects will be conducted by
the US Army Corps of Engineers in the context of Clean Water Act permitting. In
addition, the campus has provided USFWS and CDFG with project descriptions, the
project biological resources technical report, and the EIR assessment of biological
resources impacts and mitigation measures. This measure will be included in the
mitigation monitoring program for each of the proposed projects.

44
IM 3.2.13 Rodenticides
45
IM 3.2.14 Non-Invasive Native Plant Species Required

46

As recommended by the SAC, as part of proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, the
Campus is proposing to revise this implementation measures to require that
propagules to similar habitats along the coast of western Santa Cruz county and
southern San Mateo County (first and lower reaches of the second marine terraces).
All proposed landscape and restoration plantings would be consistent with this
measure, as amended. This measure will be included in the project mitigation
monitoring programs.

Policy 3.3 Use and Protection of Coastal water and
47 Wetlands
IM 3.3.1 Pre-development Evaluation of Wetland Conditions. An evaluation of wetlands under current site conditions was completed by the
Huffman-Broadway Group in February 2011. Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would
revise the Resource Protection and Resource Protection buffers to reflect the
expanded boundaries of the wetlands based on the new evaluation. The expanded
buffers are consistent with the buffer widths established by the CLRDP (that is, 100’
from the edge of all wetlands, and 150’ from portions of Wetland 5). (See MSC
Projects EIR, Section 3.4, and Huffman-Broadway Group, Technical Letter Report,
Reverification of CCC Wetlands and Corps Jurisdictional Boundaries,UCSC Marine
Science Campus , January 2011, in Section 5 of this NOID.)
48
Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would update CLRDP Figure 5.6 to reflect the
IM 3.3.2 Update CLRDP With Respect to Wetlands
expansion of wetlands and wetland buffers based on the updated wetland evaluation
that was completed in compliance with IM 3.3.1, above.
49
Policy 3.4 Protection of Environmentally Sensitive Areas
50 (ESHAS)
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 3.4.1 Additional Measures to Protect Habitat Areas

51
IM 3.4.2 Noise Intrusion into Terrace ESHA

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The siting and design of the CBB building, greenhouses, roads, lighting, , utility and
storage yard, and trails comply with the CLRDP development restrictions and each
project element includes measures that would be monitored through the MMP to
protect biological resources.
All noise sources that would be constructed as part of the proposed project, including
the generator yard, greenhouses, and CBB, would be within designated development
areas and are at least 100 feet from the designated Resource Protection Areas. The
project would construct paths and overlook improvements in Resource Protection
Buffers, but these would not be sources of significant noise.

52
IM 3.4.3 Noise Intrusion into YLR

Noise levels at the YLR boundary were modeled as part of the MSC Projects EIR
(EIR Section 3.11). Operation of the proposed development would not result in noise
levels exceeding 60 dBA CNEL. The proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would clarify
that “YLR” in this IM refers to the original YLR and not to the YLR as expanded to
include all lands outside the development areas on the MSC terrace lands, which
were included in the expanded YLR as part of the CLRDP approval process.

IM 3.4.4 Pre-development Evaluation of ESHA Conditions.

An evaluation of ESHAs under current site conditions was completed by the HuffmanBroadway Group in February 2011. Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would revise
the Resource Protection and Resource Protection buffers to reflect the expanded
boundaries of the ESHA based on the new evaluation. (See MSC Projects EIR,
Section 3.4, and Huffman-Broadway Group, Technical Letter Report, Reverification of
CCC Wetlands and Corps Jurisdictional Boundaries,UCSC Marine Science Campus ,
January 2011, in Section 5 of this NOID.)

IM 3.4.5 Update CLRDP with Respect to ESHA

Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would update the CLRDP to reflect the results of
the ESHA evaluation that was completed in compliance with IM 3.4.4, above.

53

54

55
Policy 3.5 Special Protection for Younger Lagoon
56 Reserve
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 3.5.1 Protection and Enhancement of YLR Habitats

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The proposed project includes installation of YLR fencing and berms, and interpretive
signage to educate humans regarding the need to prohibit domestic animals on the
site. SRP Phase 1B includes control of invasive plants and enhancement of native
vegetation.

57
IM 3.5.2 Protection of Special Status Species in YLR

All the Projects include measures to protect special status animal species during
project construction and operations (MSC Projects EIR Section 3.4).

IM 3.5.3 Protection of YLR Resources

The proposed development includes features to ensure that quality of storm water
discharges is protected and natural vegetation and buffers are included in each
project. The proposed project also includes some stormwater repairs as required by
the CLRDP.

58

59
IM 3.5.4 Development of Monitoring & Maintenance Program

60
IM 3.5.5 Siting of Windbreak/Screening Trees

61
IM 3.5.6 YLR Manager Consultation

62

Windbreak/screening shrubs would be planted in conjunction with construction of the
CBB, Greenhouse Complex, and Utility Yard. As part of CLRDP Amendment #1, as
recommended by the Scientific Advisory Committee, the Campus proposes a revision
of this measure to change “windbreak/screening trees” to “windbreak/ screening
vegetation.” The SAC has determined that the trees used as windbreaks are not
native to the site and tend to be invasive and therefore should not be planted on the
campus.
The YLR Manager has been consulted throughout the project planning and design
process. The Administrative Director of the UCSC Natural Reserves and the Field
Manager of the Younger Lagoon Natural Reserve have reviewed the scope of this
Project , NOID 6 (13-1).
_______________________________________ _____________
Gage Dayton,
Date
Administrative Director, UCSC Natural Reserves
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 3.5.7 Movement Not Visible from YLR

C
NOID 6 Consistency
Movement associated with development would not be visible from within the original
YLR (MSC Projects EIR Section 3.4). As noted above, proposed CLRDP Amendment
#1 would clarify the distinction between the original YLR (to which this IM refers) and
the YLR terrace lands, where activity and development, although buffered and
screened as prescribed by the CLRDP, would nonetheless be visible due to the
proximity of the YLR terrace lands to development areas.

63
IM 3.5.8
Protective Measures for YLR in Middle Terrace
64
65 Policy 3.6 Public Access to and within YLR
66 IM 3.6.1 Provision of Controlled Access within YLR
67
68

The proposed project design includes an earthen berm and plantings of high shrubs
in Development Subarea #7 to screen the greenhouses from the YLR and extend the
berm south to connect to the existing berm.

IM 3.6.2 Visual Access to YLR
IM 3.6.3 Public Beach Access within YLR
IM 3.7.1 Bluff Setbacks

69
70 Policy 3.7 Bluff Setbacks
IM 3.7.2 Coastal Bluff and Blufftop Area Protection and
71 Enhancement Measures
IM 3.7.3 Protecting Existing Development from Coastal
72 Erosion

The proposed development is in compliance with the setbacks. Only public access
trails, habitat restoration/enhancement, berms and fencing, and storm water drainage
improvements are proposed within the setback.

Policy 3.8 Protection of Adjacent Agricultural Reources
73
74

IM 3.8.1 Cooperation
IM 3.8.2 Agreement to Indemnify and Hold Harmless

75
76 Policy 3.9 Conservation of Cultural Resources

This measure would be implemented before project construction and is included in
the adopted mitigation monitoring plans for the proposed development.
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Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
1 Measure
IM 3.9.1 Construction

Monitoring—Archaeological/Paleontological Resources
77
78 Policy 3.10 Hazardous Materials Management
IM 3.10.1 Hazardous Materials Management

79
80 IM 3.10.2 Protective Measures for Laydown Yard
81 Policy 3.11 Energy Efficiency in New Construction
IM 3.11.1 Energy Efficiency in New Construction

82

C
NOID 6 Consistency
This requirement is part of the Campus’ standard construction contract template and
would be included in the construction contract documents. This measure is also
included in the adopted mitigation monitoring plans for the proposed development.

The Campus has hazardous materials safety procedures in place to address these
requirements that are applicable to all construction and operations and are monitored
through licensing requirements and oversight by Campus EH&S. This measure
would be included in the MMP for each project.

The primary axis of the CBB is oriented east-west to allow for the greatest exposure
of each building’s façade to natural light, minimize solar heat gain, and reduce the
need for artificial lighting. Operable windows would be provided in office spaces, and
pervious pavement used in parking lots and pedestrian and bicycle paths. Exterior
lighting will be provided only as needed for safety. Indoor lighting will be controlled by
occupancy sensors.

83 IM 3.11.2 Energy Efficency in Use
Policy 3.12 Air Quality and Energy Conservation through
84 Land Use and Transportation Controls
IM 3.12.1 Air Quality and Energy Conservation through On85 Campus Short-Term Accommodations
86

IM 3.12.2 Air Quality and Energy Conservation through
Controlling Travel Mode Split

IM 3.12.3 Air Quality and Energy Conservation through
87 Parking Control
IM 3.12.4 Air Quality and Energy Conservation through
88 Alternative Transportation
IM 3.12.5 Air Quality and Energy Conservation
89 throughTransportation Demand Management

See IMs 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, 5.4.1, 5.5.1, 5.5.3, 5.4.1, 5.6.1 through 5.6.6, 5.8.1 through
5.8.3
See IM 5.5.1
See IMs 5.4.1, 5.5.1, 5.6.1 through 5.6.6
See Ims 5.8.1 through 5.8.3
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Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
Policy 3.13 Natural Resource Protection Analysis

Required

90
91 Policy 3.14 Permanent Protection
IM 3.14.1 Natural Areas Protection

C
NOID 6 Consistency
Consistency of the proposed development with the natural resource protection
provisions of the CLRDP is analyzed in the MSC EIR (Sections 3.1, Aesthestics, 3.4,
Biological Resources , and 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality ). The Campus will
prepare a water quality monitoring program for the project as specified in the
Drainage Concept Plan. Results of the monitoring will be included in the annual water
quality report prepared by the Campus to comply with CLRDP reporting requirements.
Monitoring of water levels in the root zones in wetlands W4 and W5 would also be
implemented as required by MSC Projects Mitigation HYD-2 (MSC Projects EIR p. 3.924).

All of the natural areas outside of the four designated development zones were
incorporated into the YLR in 2009, in compliance with this requirement. Proposed
CLRDP Amendment #1 would amend the CLRDP to indicate that all areas outside of
development zones, including new areas excluded from development as a result of
the updated wetland delineation (reported in Section 3.4 of the MSC Projects EIR),
are now part of the YLR.

92
93

5.4. Scenic and Visual Qualities

Figure 5.4 Development Subareas
94
95 Policy 4.1 Protection of Scenic Views
IM 4.1.1 Location of Development

96
97 Policy 4.2 Protection of Scenic Quality

The proposed development is consistent with the development restrictions of CLRDP
Figure 5.4 (see EIR Table 3.10-1).
Siting of the CBB, greenhouses, support space, and generator yard are consistent
with the CLRDP land-use plan, which takes into account public views. Clustering of
the proposed development is discussed under IM 2.3.1, above. As analyzed in MSC
Projects EIR, Section 3.1, Aesthetics , the proposed development would not have
significant impacts on public views.
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Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 4.2.1 Design Standards and Illustrative Campus Buildout
Site Plan

C
NOID 6 Consistency
Siting of the proposed development is consistent with the CLRDP land-use plan.
UCSC has provided design consultants with the applicable design guidelines and
checks for project consistency at all stages of project design. Description of the
proposed building materials and their consistency with the CLRDP design guidelines
are provided in the MSC Projects EIR Section 3.1, Aesthetics . Preliminary

parameters for selected projects in Chapter 7 are not applicable to the proposed
development.

98
IM 4.2.2 Alteration of Natural Landforms
99
IM 4.2.3 Building and Other Structure Height

The proposed development is sited on level land; the alteration of natural landforms
would be limited to the construction of drainage swales and detention ponds, which
would be consistent with the guidelines in the Drainage Concept Plan.
Consistent with this implementation measure, the proposed CBB would be two stories
and would have a sloping roof, except for a small area that would be flat to
accommodate a vegetated roof. The roof line would be 36 feet above natural grade.
Two exhaust stacks would extend 5 feet above the top of the roof line. The proposed
greenhouse complex buildings and the regulated waste storage facility in Subarea 2
Utility Yard, which are near the perimeters of development zones, would be one story.

100
IM 4.2.4 Laboratory Buildings

The CBB would be 36 feet tall; exhaust stacks may extend an additional 5 feet
upward.

IM 4.2.5 Maximum building GSF

Consistent with this IM, the CBB would be 40,000 gsf; the greenhouse complex would
include five greenhouses at 500 sf each, one 1,200-sf greenhouse, and a 3,900-sf
research facility.

101

102
IM 4.2.6 Maximum Additional Square Footage in Lower
103 Terrace
IM 4.2.7 Construction Materials
104

The CBB would be clad in vertical board and batten wood or wood-like siding and
shingle roofing, and may have an exposed concrete surface at the base.
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Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
1 Measure
IM 4.2.8 Building Setbacks
105
IM 4.2.9 Building Length Limitations

The CBB section facing McAllister Way would be 137 feet long; the section facing the
new parking area to the south would be 110 feet long.

IM 4.2.10 Placement of Utility Lines Underground

All proposed utility lines would be underground.

IM 4.2.11 Windbreak/Screening Trees

Tall shrubs would be planted as windbreaks along the east side of the CBB site as
specified in Section 6.5 and as shown on Figure 6.6 of the CLRDP. As noted above,
proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would revise the CLRDP requirement for screening
trees to instead specify tall shrubs, as recommended by the SAC.

IM 4.2.12 Development in Northernmost Portion of Middle
Terrace

As shown in the visual simulations in the MSC Projects EIR Section 3.1, Aesthetics ,
the proposed development in Subarea #2 is limited to a generator yard, which has a
low profile and would not significantly impact public views as seen from public trail
segment PT13.
The only development along the edge of the Lower Terrace included in this NOID are
public access trail improvements.

106
107

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The CBB would be set back 15 feet from McAllister Way. The greenhouses would be
more than 100 feet from McAllister Way. The regulated waste storage facility would
be approx-imately 40 feet from the new campus road.

108

109
IM 4.2.13 Development Along Edge of Lower Terrace
110
IM 4.2.14 Building Development West of McAllister Way in
111 lower terrace
IM 4.2.15 Building Development West of McAllister Way in
Middle Terrace
112
IM 4.2.16 Building Development Outside of Subareas
Prohibited
113
114 Policy 4.3 Visual Intrusion and Lighting

The greenhouses and greenhouse support space proposed for Subarea #6, and
drainage improvements and fencing/landscaping in Subarea #7 are consistent with
this measure.
The proposed CBB, greenhouses and greenhouse support space would be within
Subareas #4 and #6. Development outside the subareas and inside of the
development zones would include streets, parking areas, and pathways, which would
be consistent with this measure.
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Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 4.3.1 Visual Intrusion into YLR

C
NOID 6 Consistency
Potential visibility of human activity and light in YLR is analyzed in the MSC PRojects
EIR in Section 3.4, Biological Resources . The EIR identifies CBB Mitigation BIO-11,
which would ensure that light from the new greenhouses does not spill over into
Younger Lagoon. Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would clarify that the reference to
YLR in this and other measures is intended to refer to the original YLR, and not
necessarily to the YLR terrace lands that were added to the YLR during the final
CLRDP approval process. It would not be possible to develop the terrace lands in
such a way that no light and activity are visible in the YLR terrace lands, which are
immediately adjacent to approved development boundaries.

115
IM 4.3.2 Visual Intrusion into Terrace ESHA and Other Areas Potential visibility of human activity and light in Younger Lagoon and the Terrace
Outside of Development Zones
ESHA are analyzed in the MSC Projects EIR in Section 3.4, Biological Resources .
The EIR identifies CBB Mitigation BIO-11, which requires that the greenhouses
include screening to ensure that light does not spill over into Younger Lagoon. The
CBB laboratory building, parking lots and roadways include design elements and
lighting intended to minimize light spill and the visibility of activity, including shielded
lighting, non-reflective surfaces, and screening with vegetation and earthen berms
where feasible and appropriate.
116
IM 4.3.3 All Lighting
Lighting for the proposed projects is analyzed in the MSC Projects EIR Section 3.1,
Aesthetics . Consistent with this implementation measure, lighting would be provided
only as necessary for safety and navigation. This measure would be included in the
117
MMP for the CBB and MSCI projects.
IM 4.3.4 Building Lighting
Consistent with this implementation measure, exterior building lighting would be
located only at building entries and courtyards. Potential visibility of human activity
and light in YLR is analyzed in the MSC Projects EIR Section 3.4, Biological
Resources . The EIR identifies CBB Mitigation BIO-11, which would ensure that light
from the new greenhouses does not spill over into Younger Lagoon. The CBB
laboratory building is sited at a sufficient distance that light, even from second story
windows, would not spill into the younger lagoon area.
118
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Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 4.3.5 Street and Trail Lighting

119
IM 4.3.6 Parking lot and Maintenance yard Lighting

C
NOID 6 Consistency
Street lighting would be limited to low bollard-type lighting along the McAllister Road
sidewalk, taller cut-off shielded lighting at entrances to parking lots, building entries,
and pedestrian crossings. Parking Lot A would not be used at night and would not be
lighted. Trails would not include lighting except as needed for safety, such as at
vehicle road and parking lot driveway crossings and intersections of pedestrian paths
with the multi-use trail route.
Parking Lot A would not be lighted. Lighting in parking lots B and C would be full cutoff lighting and would pole mounted.

120
121

IM 4.3.7 Sign lighting

The project includes sign lighting at the campus entrance and at the CBB Building.

IM 4.3.8 Lighting Plan Required

A detailed lighting plan for the proposed development is included in Appendix B of this
NOID. MSC Projects EIR Figure 2-5 illustrates the proposed locations of signage and
lighting, consistent with this measure.

122
123 5.5 Circulation and Parking
124 Figure 5.5 Circulation and Parking Diagram
125 Auto Circulation
Policy 5.1 Adequate Vehicular Access.

Existing parking is being dedicated to coastal access visitors(PP)
The proposed project would develop a new main entry road and a central bicycle/
pedestrian route into the campus to improve campus access for pedestrians and
bicycles as well as motor vehicle circulation. These are sited to avoid sensitive natural
areas, and would include features to treat and infiltrate storm water.

126
IM 5.1.1 New Circulation System

127
IM 5.1.2 Improve Shaffer Road/Delaware Ave intersection
128

As required by this IM, the project would abandon Delaware Avenue Extension and
construct a new campus street to replace the abandoned road, and would improve
the Shaffer/Delaware Ave. intersection. Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would
revise CLRDP Figure 5.5 to reflect updated campus planning for improved roadway
alignment and function. The alignment of the new campus entry roadway and
associated minor roadways would differ from the alignments shown on CLRDP Figure
5.5, but would accomplish the goal of removing the main entry road from the wetland
buffer and would be consistent with other CLRDP requirements with respect to
avoidance of protected areas.
The project includes improvements to the Shaffer Road/Delaware Avenue
intersection, including relocation of above ground utilities; signage; lighting; and
integration with existing and new pedestrian and bicycle routes.
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Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 5.1.3 Shaffer Road Improvements

129

C
NOID 6 Consistency
According to the terms of the 2008 Comprehensive Settlement Agreement: 1)
Campus will pay 100% of the cost of improvements to the MSC entrance at the
intersection of Shaffer Road and Delaware Avenue, as well as improvements to
Shaffer Road on University property up to the new driveway to Upper Terrace
development zone when development occurs in that zone; and 2) As identified in the
CLRDP, UCSC will collaborate with the City of Santa Cruz on the construction of an
emergency grade crossing over the tracks at such time as the City elects to pursue
this project.

IM 5.1.4 Access for Wildlife Across Shaffer Road (Upper
Wildlife Corridor)

The driveway entrance to the MSCI Project Upper Terrace Storage Yard would be
located in the center of the development area (MSC Projects EIR Figure 2-3a), and
avoids the wildlife corridor and buffer areas. The Campus has initiated consultation
with CDFG and USFWS about the proposed Projects, including potential wildlife
passage features across Shaffer road north and south of the entrance to the Storage
Yard and will construct such features as considered advisable by these agencies.

IM 5.1.5 Access for Wildlife across Shaffer Road (Lower
Wildlife Corridor)

If upgrades of Shaffer Road are required to provide long term access to the storage
yard on the Upper Terrace, the Campus would develop of safe passage features at
the eastern end of designated campus wildlife corridors, to facilitate wildlife
movement (particularly for CRLF) across Shaffer Road. These featureswould be
designed in consultation with wildlife biologists, USFWS, and CDFG.

IM 5.1.6 Use of Former Access Road

As required by this implementation measure, the project includes abandonment of
Delaware Avenue Extension and its restoration as a public trail and habitat buffer
area. The Campus has provided USFWS and CDFG with project description, the
project biological resources technical report, and a summary of biological resources
impact assessment and proposed mitigation measures for the project. It is anticipated
that this work and other project elements will be subject to a Clean Water Act Section
404 permitting by the US Army Corps of Engineers, and that formal consultation with
USFWS on CRLF impacts and mitigation measures will be conducted by the Army
Corps in this context.

130

131

132
IM 5.1.7 Emergency Access
133
134 Travel Mode Split

Se IM 5.1.3
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Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
1 Measure
Policy 5.2 Travel Mode Split

C
NOID 6 Consistency

135
IM 5.2.1 Encourage Alterantives to the Single-Occupant
Vehicle

136
IM 5.2.2 Alternatives to the Single-Occupant Vehicle

137
138 Parking
Policy 5.3 Parking for Campus Use and Public Coastal
139 Access
IM 5.3.1 All Campus Users Off-Hour Parking
140

The proposed development includes a parking lots with five designated coastal
access visitor parking spaces and the NEF Project includes a 15-space coastal
access visitor lot. These parking spaces will be reserved for and available to visitors
as specified in the IM. Signs would designate the 10 Coastal Access Parking spaces
accordingly.

IM 5.3.3 Campus Entrance Public Coastal Parking

The project would construct a 15-space public coastal access parking lot adjacent to
the campus entrance (MSC Projects EIR Figure 2.3a)

IM 5.3.4 Middle Terrace Public Coastal Access Parking

Five spaces in Parking Lot D would be designated for public coastal access.

142
144 IM 5.3.5 Lower Terrace Dual Use Parking
IM 5.3.6 Lower Terrace Public Coastal Access Parking
145

Permit parking enforcement would be limited to the hours of 8 – 5, Monday through
Friday, excluding holidays.

IM 5.3.2 Public Coastal Access Parking

141

143

Section 3.15 of the MSC Projects EIR details TDM measures that currently are
implemented by TAPS for all UCSC facilities toward the achievement of this goal, and
also identifies mitigation measures to encourage alternatives to the use of singleoccupant vehicles at the campus. A dedicated parking space is available for a UCSC
vanpool vehicle.
Secure bicycle storage and showers for bicycle commuters would be provided at the
CBB. The CBB and greenhouses would be served by new pedestrian and bicycle
trails. A dedicated parking space is available for a UCSC vanpool vehicle.

The proposed parking program designates 40 spaces as dual use.
The proposed parking program designates 10 public coastal access parking spaces
in the Lower Terrace development zone.
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Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 5.3.7 Parking Demand Satisfied on Campus

C
NOID 6 Consistency
As discussed in Sections 3.10 and 3.15 of the MSC Projects EIR, it is anticipated that,
with implementation of the MSCI Project, which would remove some campus parking,
and designation of 70 parking spaces for visitors only (as required by CLRDP IMs
5.3.3, 5.3.4, 5.3.5, and 5.3.6), parking demand by MSC affiliates could exceed
campus parking supply, even though the project would construct three additional
parking lots. Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would revise IM 5.3.7 to allow some
campus parking off-campus, while also preserving the intent of the IM, which is to
ensure that sufficient street parking is preserved near the campus for public parking
for coastal access. This would be accomplished though monitoring of parking and
implementation of additional TDM measures to reduce parking demand as needed.
The proposed measures are detailed in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.15.

146
IM 5.3.8 Free and/or Low Cost Public Coastal Access Parking Permit cost from the pay station for the 10 Coastal Access spaces and 40 dual use
spaces will be nominal.
147
148 Parking Supply
149 Policy 5.4 Parking Supply
IM 5.4.1 Development of New Parking
The proposed project would bring the total number of parking spaces on the campus
to 267. The project would construct the five dedicated public coastal access parking
spaces in the Middle Terrace development zone and the MSC public coastal access
parking lot.
150
151 IM 5.4.2 Lease Agreements
IM 5.4.3 Distribution & Intensity of Parking

152
153 Parking Management
154 Policy 5.5 Parking Management
IM 5.5.1 Permits Required
155

The proposed dvelopment would add 115 parking spaces to the Middle Terrace
development zone, in two lots, one adjacent to the proposed CBB laboratory building
and one adjacent to the proposed greenhouses. It also would remove about 48
spaces along McAllister Way in the area between the Lower and Middle Terrace
development zones. The development would also add one small coastal access
parking lot on the Upper Terrace.

All parking in the Lower Terrace Development Zone will require permits 8-5, M-F,
excepting holidays.
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A
Measure
1
IM 5.5.2 Public Coastal Access Parking
156
157 IM 5.5.3 Carpools & Vanpools
IM 5.5.4 Parking Management Strategy for Special and/or
158 Temporary Events
159 IM 5.5.5 Entrance Kiosk
IM 5.5.6 Parking Limitation Seaward of Whale Skeleton

Parking in Lot #202 will be limited to University vehicles and will have one disabled
space.

IM 5.5.7 Parking Enforcement

Parking will be enforced by the UCSC Police Department’s Parking Enforcement
division.

160
161
162 Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
163 Policy 5.6 Promotion of Bicycle Use and Walking
IM 5.6.1 Sheltered and Secure Bike Parking

164

The proposed development includes sheltered secure covered bicycle storage for
about 27 bicycles, with space reserved to provide a total of up to 96 bicycle storage
spaces, as warranted by demand (up to one space for each employee of the new
facilities).

IM 5.6.2 Bike Parking Outside Buildings

Secure bicycle racks for about 40 bicycles also would be provided at various locations
around the facility and additional bicycle racks would be added as warranted by
demand during the occupancy of the facility.

IM 5.6.3 Personal Lockers and Showers

Two bicycle showers would be provided in the CBB and CBB occupants would also
have access to a third shower in the nearby CDFG facility.

165
166
167

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The project would provide 15 public coastal access spaces at the campus entrance,
which is close to the head of several trails. The parking design includes the features
specified in the IM.
A dedicated parking space is available for a UCSC vanpool vehicle.

IM 5.6.4 Coordinated Marketing with City of Santa Cruz
IM 5.6.5 Crosswalk Design

The pedestrian crossings included in the proposed project have been designed to
meet the specifications of the IM and would include low bollard lighting as needed for
safety.

IM 5.6.6 Siting Buildings for Ease of Access

The proposed CBB would be located adjacent to McAllister Way and the sidewalk
along that roadway. The new bicycle trail would pass by the eastern edge of the
building site.

168

169
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1
170
171
172

A
Measure
Transit
Promotion of Transit use
IM 5.7.1 Extension of SCMTD Transit Services

C
NOID 6 Consistency

IM 5.7.2 Expansion of Shuttle Services

MSC Projects Mitigation TRA-1C, which is included in the adopted Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program for the CBB Project, requires that the Campus
expand shuttle service if warranted by demand, based on monitoring of parking
demand associated with the CBB Project.

IM 5.7.3 Physical Infrastructure for Transit

174

The project would provide for a future transit stop on McAllister Way, in the vicinity of
the CBB facility, to serve anticipated future transit needs. The proposed
improvements to the Delaware/Shaffer intersection include the provision of adequate
bus turnaround room in the intersection.

Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
175 Coordination
Policy 5.8 TDM Coordination
176
177 IM 5.8.1 Carpool & Vanpool Services

See IM 5.5.3

173

IM 5.8.2 TDM Coordination

178
IM 5.8.3 Transportation Information
179
180 Traffic Impacts on City Streets
Policy 5.9 Impacts Offset

MSC Projects Mitigation TRA-1A, which is included in the adopted Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program for the CBB Project, specifies measures that
TAPS would take to ensure that MSC-affiliates are informed of campus TDM
programs, including programs promoting ridesharing, transit and other alternative
transportation modes.
See IM 5.8.2
The Campus would pay its fair share of necessary transportation upgrades as
specified in the 2008 Comprehensive Settlement Agreement and described in the
MSC Projects EIR, p. 3.15-34.

181
182 Circulation and Parking Plan
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A
Measure
1
Policy 5.10 Circulation and Parking Plan Required

183
184 5.6 Public Access and Recreation
185 Figure 5.6 Coastal Access and Recreation Diagram
186 Policy 6.1 Free Public Access for Visitors
187 IM 6.1.1 Free Public Access for Visitors

The proposed project would construct 15 public coastal access parking spaces at the
campus entrance. Five of the spaces in Parking Lot D also would be designated for
visitor parking.

IM 6.1.3 Public Access Trails

The project would construct public pedestrian and bicycle trails throughout the
campus. The proposed alignment differs from Figure 5.6, to minimize intrusion into
the Resource Protection buffers, based on consultation with the manager of the YLR.
Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 includes revision of Figure 5.6 to reflect the trail
system as now proposed and of the grouping of trail development set forth in Figure
9.1. These revisions would result in a public trail system that would provide the same
level of public coastal access on approximately the same schedule as originally
proposed.
Construction of Overlooks B and F is triggered by construction of the CBB. The
Campus will construct these as a separate project that was approved by the
University in February 2011. The MSC Projects include construction of Overlook G
and a shelter at Overlook A. The design of these improvements would be consistent
with the design guidelines in Chapter 7 of the CLRDP. Overlook G is not required by
the CLRDP but would be similar to Overlook A, and would provide another visual
access point for wetlands 4 and 5.

189
IM 6.1.4 Public Access Overlooks

190

192

Parking program complies with coastal access parking

IM 6.1.2 Public Access Parking
188

191

C
NOID 6 Consistency
Parking and circulation elements of the proposed projects are described in Section
2.0 and analyzed in Section 3.15 of the MSC Projects EIR. As discussed above,
proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would revise parking IM 5.3.7 to allow some
campus parking to be accommodated off campus, providing that it can be
demonstrated that campus-related parking demand would not impede public parking
in these areas for coastal access.

IM 6.1.5 Docent-Led Tours and Education Programs for the
Public
IM 6.1.6 Educational Programs for Pre-College Students
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A
Measure
1
IM 6.1.7 Interpretive Information
193
194 Policy 6.2 Management of Public Areas
IM 6.2.1 Public Use Hours for the Marine Science Campus

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The proposed project includes interpretive displays and signs.

195
IM 6.2.2 Public Trail Continuity

As shown on MSC Projects EIR Figure 2.3a, the proposed trails generally follow the
alignments shown in Figure 5.6 of the CLRDP, with adjustments to minimize intrusion
into the resource protection buffers. Proposed CLRDP Amendment #1 would revise
Figure 5.6 to show the new alignment.

196
197 IM 6.2.3 Access to Resource Protection Areas
198 IM 6.2.4 Access to Resource Protection Buffer Areas
IM 6.2.5 Access to Coastal Bluffs

Theproposed trails would provide access to the coastal blufftop (MSC Projects EIR
Figure 2.3a). Overlook F, on the coastal bluff, will be constructed as part of a
separate, previously approved project.

199
200

IM 6.2.6 Access to Laboratories and Research Areas

IM 6.2.7 Caretaker Residence and Lab Security
201
202 IM 6.2.8 Bicycles on MSC
203 IM 6.2.9 Domestic Pets
IM 6.2.10 Public Access Signage

The project would provide signs at the trail heads and intersections, Overlook G, and
at public access parking areas at the campus entrance and in Parking Lot D. The
proposed parking program includes signage that indicates the location of coastal and
visitor access parking and is consistent with UCSC parking signs

IM 6.2.11 Off-Campus Trail Continuity

The proposed trails would be interconnected, as shown on MSC Projects EIR Figure
2-3a. There currently are no existing trails in adjoining areas off site, but should such
trails be developed in the future, connections with campus trails would be permitted.

204

205
206

IM 6.2.12 Maintenance of Existing Public Access
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Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
207 IM 6.2.13 Public Access to YLR Beach
Policy 6.3 Public Access and Recreation Plan Required
208

C
NOID 6 Consistency
Consistency of the project with public access and recreation parameters of the
CLRDP is analyzed in the MSC Projects EIR Section 3.14, Recreation . The project
would be consistent with these parameters.

209 5.7 Hydrology and Water Quality
210 Figure 5.7 Utilities Diagram
Policy 7.1 Management of Storm Water and Other Runoff
211
IM 7.1.1 Management of Stormwater and Other Runoff
As discussed in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality , the
storm water management systems for the proposed development are consistent with
the requirements of the Drainage Concept Plan and include LID features where
practicable.
212
IM 7.1.2 Water Quality Standards
As discussed in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality , the
storm water management systems for the proposed CBB, MSCI and NEF Projects
meet the water treatment requirements specified in Winzler and Kelly, Marine
Science Campus Grading and Drainage Master Plan , April 2012 (Section 5 of this
213
NOID).
IM 7.1.3 Pre- and Post-Development Flows
As discussed in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality , the
storm water management systems for the proposed CBB, MSCI and NEF Projects
meet the flow requirements specified in the Drainage Concept Plan 9. Also see
Winzler and Kelly, Marine Science Campus Grading and Drainage Master Plan , April
2012 (Section 5 of this NOID).
214
IM 7.1.4 Pre-Development Drainage Patterns Defined
As discussed in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality , the
design criteria for the drainage system are based existing conditions, which have not
changed since certification of the CLRDP.
215
IM 7.1.5 Pre-Development Drainage Peak Flow Rates
Defined

As discussed in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality , the
design criteria for the drainage system are based on existing conditions, which have
not changed since certification of the CLRDP.

216
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 7.1.6 Groundwater Recharge

217
218 IM 7.1.7 Seawater system
IM 7.1.8 Irrigation and Use of Chemicals for Landscaping
219
IM 7.1.9 Wastewater

C
NOID 6 Consistency
As discussed in MSC Projects Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality , the storm
water management systems for the proposed CBB, MSCI and NEF Projects includes
the use of infiltration, including in vegetated storm water basins and swales, to the
maximum extent practicable.

The CBB Project includes connections to the City of Santa Cruz sanitary sewer
system for all wastewater generated by development of the CBB and greenhouses.

220
IM 7.1.10 Elements of the Stormwater Treatment Train

221
222

IM 7.1.11 Runoff Containment for Laydown Yard and Food
Service Areas
IM 7.1.12 Location of Treatment Train Components

The proposed project includes one vegetated storm water basinin the Middle Terrace
Development Zone and two in the Upper Terrace, which are located in Open Space,
consistent with this implementation measure.

IM 7.1.13 Permeable Hardscape

The surface of the parking stalls in parking lots C and D would be permeable
(pervious asphalt, gravel pavers, or similar materials). The new minor trails would be
surfaced in permeable materials that are compatible with ADA access, such as
engineered wood fiber, gravel or grass pavers or permeable asphalt. The new major
trail would be surfaced with permeable materials.

223

224
225

IM 7.1.14 -- Ocean Discharge
IM 7.1.15 Drainage System Interpretive Signs

Interpretive signs would be provided at the locations shown on EIR Figure 2-5, under
the NEF and MSCI projects.

IM 7.1.16 Design of Vegetated Stormwater Basins

The proposed drainage system for the CBB Project is described in detail in MSC
Projects Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality . The design of the proposed
vegetated storm water basins is consistent with this implementation measure. Also
see Winzler and Kelly, Marine Science Campus Grading and Drainage Master Plan ,
April 2012 (Section 5 of this NOID).

226

227

As discussed in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality , the
storm water management systems for the proposed CBB, MSCI and NEF Projects
uses the treatment BMPs identified in the Drainage Concept Plan and combines them
in a treatment train where possible.
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
IM 7.1.17 Designation of Treatment Train

228
229 Policy 7.2 Long-Term Maintenance and Monitoring
IM 7.2.1 Drainage System Monitoring & Maintenance

C
NOID 6 Consistency
The design proposed drainage system for the CBB project, which is described in
detail in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality , is consistent
with the CLRDP water quality requirements. Water quality monitoring points would be
identified during detailed design of the storm water system. This implementation
measure would be included in the MMP for the CBB and MSCI projects. Also see
Winzler and Kelly, Marine Science Campus Grading and Drainage Master Plan , April
2012 (Section 5 of this NOID).
After construction, the project drainage systems would be included in the water quality
monitoring plan that is described in detail in the Drainage Concept Plan.

230
IM 7.2.2 Stormwater System Natural Features Maintenance

231
IM 7.2.3 Drainage System Sampling

After construction, the project drainage systems would be included in the water quality
monitoring plan that is described in detail in the Drainage Concept Plan.

IM 7.2.4 Long-Term Maintenance of Stormwater System

After construction, the project drainage systems would be maintained as specified in
the Drainage Concept Plan.

232
233
234 Policy 7.3 Drainage Discharge Points
IM 7.3.1 Discharge to YLR

235
IM 7.3.2 Discharge Siting and Design

The proposed Subarea 7 berm drainage system, which discharges to Younger
Lagoon, has been designed to accommodate the 100-year storm even. This
implementation measure would be included in the MMP for the CBB and MSCI
projects.
This implementation measure would be included in the MMP for the CBB and MSCI
projects and will be implemented during detailed design of the storm water system.

236
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
Policy 7.4 Drainage Plan Required

C
NOID 6 Consistency
As described in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality , the
proposed storm water drainage systems for the MSC Projects would be consistent
with the storm water rand other runoff parameters of the CLRDP.

237
238 5.8 Utilities
239 Policy 8.1 Provision of Public Works Facilities
IM 8.1.1 Sizing of Utilities

As discussed in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.16, Utilities and Service Systems , the
new utility lines would not exceed the capacity required to serve the CLRDP building
program.

240
IM 8.1.2 Seawater System

The proposed project would expand and improve the functioning of the seawater
distribution system but would not expand or modify the intake or discharge
infrastructure.

241
Policy 8.2 Protection of Biological Productivitiy and
Quality of Coastal Waters When Providing Public Works
242 Facilities
IM 8.2.1 Installation of New Utility Lines and Related Facilities The project would not construct any new incidental public underground utility lines or
public facilities below wetlands or riparian corridors.
243
IM 8.2.2 Seawater System
244
245

IM 8.2.3 Evaluation of Western Utility Corridor
Policy 8.3 Water Conservation Required

246
Policy 8.4 Impacts to City Water and Sewer Systems
247 Offset

The CBB design includes high-efficiency plumbing fixtures (dual-flush (1.6/1.1gpf)
toilets, 0.125-gpf urinals, 0.5-gpm restroom faucets, and 1.5-gpm showerheads). A
new landscape irrigation controller would automatically adjust the irrigation schedule
to compensate for daily fluctuations in the weather and associated irrigation
requirements.
The Campus would pay its fair share of the cost of water and sewer system upgrades
according to the terms of existing agreements with the City.
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NOID 6 (13-1) Appendix A
Section 1.B CLRDP Consistency Determination
Note: This table refers to proposed CLRDP Amendment #1, which is being submitted to the Coastal Commission as a separate action.
A
Measure
1
Policy 8.5 Utility Plan Required
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

CHAPTER 6 Design Guidelines
6.1 Building Design
6.2 Campus Street Design
6.3 Parking Design
6.5 Landscape Design
6.6 Lighting Design
6.7 Signage Design
6.8 Fence/Barrier Design

256

Chapter 7 Illustrative Campus Buildout Site
Plan and Preliminary Design
257

CHAPTER 8 Development Procedures
258

CHAPTER 9 Capital Improvement Program
259
260
261

C
NOID 6 Consistency
As described in MSC Projects EIR Section 3.16, Utilities and Service Systems , the
project is consistent with the utility parameters of the CLRDP.

APPENDIX A Resource Management Plan
APPENDIX B Drainage Concept Plan

This NOID and the public notification process are submitted in conformance with the
requirements of the CLRDP. See Project Description 1a. above.
This NOID and the public notification process are submitted in conformance with the
requirements of the CLRDP. See Project Description 1a. above.
This NOID and the public notification process are submitted in conformance with the
requirements of the CLRDP. See Project Description 1a. above.
This NOID and the public notification process are submitted in conformance with the
requirements of the CLRDP. See Project Description 1a. above.
This NOID and the public notification process are submitted in conformance with the
requirements of the CLRDP. See Project Description 1a. above.
This NOID and the public notification process are submitted in conformance with the
requirements of the CLRDP. See Project Description 1a. above.
This NOID is submitted in conformance with the fence design and location of the guidelines.
An amendment (Action 10), as recommended by the Scientific Advisory Committee to protect
resources, is included in this NOID.
This NOID is submitted in conformance with the concepts of the Illustrative campus buildout
representations of the CLRDP. The development proposed in this NOID is changed from early
project planning efforts identified in Chapter 7 but consistent with the buildout concept.

This NOID and the public notification process are submitted in conformance with the
requirements of the CLRDP.
The proposed project includes the University commitments that are triggered by the
proposed development or otherwise required at the time of this NOID, and that have
not yet been implemented, including trail, drainage, circulation and parking
improvements.
This NOID implements a portion of the RMP as described in the Specific Resource
Plan developed by the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC)..
Consistency of the proposed development with the Drainage Concept Plan is
described in the MSC Projects EIR Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality .
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UC Santa Cruz Marine Science Campus
Coastal Biology Building and
Infrastructure Improvements
Final Environmental Impact Report Nov. 2011

Marine Science Campus
Wetlands

Figure
2-6

Option 1: Berm Removal
UC Santa Cruz Marine Science Campus
Coastal Biology Building and
Infrastructure Improvements
Final Environmental Impact Report November 2011

Option 2: Breach Berm

Specific Resource Plan Phase 1B
Options for Wetland W1 and W2 Reconnection

Figure
2-7a

Wetland W2

Wetland W2
Wetland W6

Flashboard Dam (large pond option)
UC Santa Cruz Marine Science Campus
Coastal Biology Building and
Infrastructure Improvements
Final Environmental Impact Report November 2011

Incised Channel Brush Packing

Specific Resource Plan Phase 1B
Flashboard Dam and Brush Packing

Figure
2-7b

Middle Terrace
Parking Lots

LOT 207

15

FREE PARKING
DISABLED

13
2




TOTAL SPACES:

Sign #13

SIGNS:
11 LOT ENTRANCE SIGN Lot 204
12 LOT ENTRANCE SIGN Lot 205
13 LOT ENTRANCE SIGN Lot 207
14 ROW SIGNS (right)
15 ROW SIGN (left)

LOT 205

TOTAL SPACES:
M PERMIT
DISABLED

38

Note: Disabled Spaces and Vanpool
Space will be individually signed
as “Reserved”

35
3
Sign #12

 

LOT 204

Sign #11
   
COASTAL ACCESS

Sign #14 Sign #15

TOTAL SPACES:

78

M PERMIT
COASTAL ACCESS
DISABLED

69
5
4

Lower Terrace
Parking Lots

24” W
24” H

P

Lot 201

Permit Types Allowed:

A M G

Paystation
2 Hour
Limit

Marine Discovery Center &
Coastal Access Visitors
Use Numbered Spaces Only
Pay Station in Lot
Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm.

24” W
24” H

UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER’S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
(Insert Address)

OR BY TELEPHONING
(Insert Telephone Number)

ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 1

24” W
24” H

P

Lot 202

Permit Types Allowed:
UNIVERSITY
VEHICLES

G

Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm.

24” W
24” H

UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER’S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
(Insert Address)

OR BY TELEPHONING
(Insert Telephone Number)

ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 2

24” W
24” H

P

Lot 203

Permit Types Allowed:

A M G
Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm.

24” W
24” H

UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER’S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
(Insert Address)

OR BY TELEPHONING
(Insert Telephone Number)

ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 3

24” W
24” H

P

Lot 204

Permit Types Allowed:

A M G
Coastal Access Visitors
Use Orange Spaces Only

Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm.

24” W
24” H

UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER’S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
(Insert Address)

OR BY TELEPHONING
(Insert Telephone Number)

ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 11

24” W
24” H

P

Lot 205

Permit Types Allowed:

A M G
Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm.

24” W
24” H

UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER’S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
(Insert Address)

OR BY TELEPHONING
(Insert Telephone Number)

ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 12

24” W
24” H

P

Lot 207

Coastal Access Visitors

FREE PARKING
No Permit Required

Park only in marked spaces.

24” W
24” H

UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER’S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
(Insert Address)

OR BY TELEPHONING
(Insert Telephone Number)

ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 13

LOWER TERRACE ENTRANCE SIGN A

24” W
24” H

VISITOR PARKING
Marine Discovery Center
& Coastal Access

4” W
6” H
Pay Station
Decal

VISITOR PARKING
EXACT AMOUNT ONLY
NO CHANGE OR REFUNDS
Payment Required
Monday through Friday
8:00 am to 5:00 pm
Free After Hours, Weekends &
Holidays
RATES:
$1.50 per Hour
Minimum Payment $.50
Additional Increments of $.25
If any payment option is not working. please choose another payment
option. Display receipt face up on
driver’s side of dashboard please.

ROW (END) SIGN 4

12” W
12” H

Staff Permit
Parking
with A or M
Permit Only

ROW (END) SIGN 5

24” W
12” H

Coastal Access &
Marine Discovery Center
Visitors Only
G R E E N S TA L L S
11 t h r o u g h 5 0

Please Pay by Space at Machine or
Obtain Permit with Paid Admission to
Marine Discovery Center
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING
IN GREEN STALLS

Staff Permit
Parking
with A or M
Permit Only

ROW (END) SIGN 6

24” W
12” H

Staff Permit
Parking
with A or M
Permit Only

Coastal Access
Visitors Only
O R A N G E S TA L L S
1 through 10

Please Pay by Space at Machine
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING &
NO MARINE DISCOVERY CENTER
PERMIT PARKING IN ORANGE STALLS

ROW (END) SIGN 7

24” W
12” H

Coastal Access
Visitors Only
O R A N G E S TA L L S
1 through 10

Please Pay by Space at Machine
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING &
NO MARINE DISCOVERY CENTER
PERMIT PARKING IN ORANGE STALLS

Coastal Access &
Marine Discovery Center
Visitors Only
G R E E N S TA L L S
11 t h r o u g h 5 0

Please Pay by Space at Machine or
Obtain Permit with Paid Admission to
Marine Discovery Center
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING
IN GREEN STALLS

ROW (END) SIGN 8

12” W
12” H

Coastal Access &
Marine Discovery Center
Visitors Only
G R E E N S TA L L S
11 t h r o u g h 5 0

Please Pay by Space at Machine or
Obtain Permit with Paid Admission to
Marine Discovery Center
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING
IN GREEN STALLS

ROW (END) SIGN 9

12” W
12” H

Coastal Access &
Marine Discovery Center
Visitors Only
G R E E N S TA L L S
11 t h r o u g h 5 0
Please Pay by Space at Machine or
Obtain Permit with Paid Admission to
Marine Discovery Center
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING
IN GREEN STALLS

12” W
12” H

SIGN AT PAY STATION 10

PAY
HERE

ROW (RIGHT) SIGN 14

12” W
12” H

Coastal Access &
Visitors Only
O R A N G E S TA L L S
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING
IN ORANGE STALLS

ROW (LEFT) SIGN 15

12” W
12” H

Coastal Access &
Visitors Only
O R A N G E S TA L L S
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING
IN ORANGE STALLS

APPENDIX B6: UCSC Marine Science Campus Signage Program
The signage program for the Marine Sciences Campus would consist of three basic types of signs:
‐
‐
‐

Wayfinding/Directional/Informational
Regulatory
Interpretive

Wayfinding signs would be installed or replaced throughout the campus to facilitate public access
to current and proposed buildings, interpretive features and amenities. Wayfinding signs may
include locational identifiers or directional indicators to direct visitors to major buildings and
programs including the Seymour Marine Discovery Center, parking lots, trails and overlooks, and
other visitor amenities. A main wayfinding exhibit orienting visitors to the campus would be
established at the main entrance to the campus, which may include maps and more detailed
wayfinding and/or programming information. Other informational signs in this category may
include those for posting hours or policies, safety warnings, restricted areas, etc. Wayfinding
signage would have its own graphic theme of font, font color, and background.
Sign material would consist of:
Regal Bronze Alumalite planks or wood planks
Rough-cut redwood posts
Univers 67 Condensed Bold White type
Variations of above as necessary to accommodate information signs with dense text
The Wayfinding/Directional/Informational signage category includes:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Campus directional signs
Campus street signs
Pedestrian wayfinding signposts
Miscellaneous information

Campus Directional Sign
This sign is the primary communication medium for conveying directional information on the
campus. These signs indicate the directions to each major building complex and activity center.
Technical specifications: Regal Bronze Alumalite planks with annodized aluminum H channel
with rough-cut 6x6 redwood posts; 4” Univers 67 Condensed Bold type.

Campus Street Sign
This sign uses the signature wayfinding color of the campus, helping differentiate McAllister Way
on the Marine Science Campus (UC property) from Delaware Avenue (Santa Cruz City property).
Technical specifications: Regal Bronze Alumalite planks on 4” square steel posts painted to match.
Reflective White Univers 67 Condensed Bold type with white border.

Wayfinding Signposts
This sign uses the signature wayfinding color of the campus. The signs indicate major destinations
within the campus public trail and sidewalk system. Distances are provided for each destination in
both miles (decimal) and meters.
Technical specifications: 4” redwood posts (painted to approximate Regal Bronze color of signs),
approximately 4’6” high. White plastic signs with brown letters back-etched.

Coastal Access Signage
Using the same wayfinding color scheme, the MSC campus would use the signature
“wave/footprint” signs directing visitors to coastal overlook points where appropriate. These signs
would be posted on existing structures (e.g., fences, railings) or on separate wooden signposts, as
needed.

Miscellaneous Informational Signage
Informational signs in this category may include those for posting hours or policies, safety
warnings, restricted areas, etc. The photos below of two existing miscellaneous signs on the MSC
illustrate the variety of information intended in this sign category. These and other existing signs on
the campus that do not conform to the proposed new design standard will be replaced.
Existing signs to be replaced

Regulatory Signage
Regulatory signs on the Marine Science Campus include those conveying information about speed
limits, fire lanes, hazardous materials, parking regulations, etc. Regulatory signs governed by
jurisdictional codes or enforcement policies would comply with current enforcement standards, for
example parking-related signs will be consistent with parking signs used at the UCSC main campus
to be consistent with enforcement standards. Other regulatory signs would be consistent with the
design standards of Wayfinding signs. Below are illustrations of some code governed regulatory
signs. Please see the section on the MSC Parking Program for examples of the parking regulation
signs proposed.

Interpretive Signage
Interpretive signs on the MSC campus are proposed to cover a wide range of topics – from
information about individual species to how the seawater system works to support marine research
activities to restoration activities to broad ecological and geographical concepts. Interpretive panels
may vary greatly in the details of both content and layout, but would maintain a consistent “look
and feel” through a graphic theme to include a common font, a subject line prominently displayed
within a color banner at the top of the panel, the facility and program logos included along the
bottom edge, and a colorful mix of photos, illustrations, and/or text arranged uniquely for each
panel in between.

UCSC Marine Science Campus Lighting Program
The lighting program for the Marine Sciences Campus consists of site lighting
(wayfinding/interpretive/safety) and security lighting (facility/safety)
The lighting will be designed to:
 Provide the lowest levels necessary to achieve safety and efficient wayfinding
 Avoid unnecessary light detrimental to plant and animal biology
 Avoid light spilling into natural areas
 Minimize artificial light interference with view of the coastal night sky
 Cut-off light fixtures shall be used to avoid light spilling
 Lighting shall be mounted as low as feasible to minimize visibility of light source
 Path light shall be low bollard type
 Fixtures shall align with the character of the campus (natural colors and materials)
Sample path light:

Sample parking lot/security light:

